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EM-3702
First Year B. C. A. (Sem. I) Exam ination 

October / November - 2016 
104 : Com puter Program m ing & Program m ing

M ethodology

Time : 3 Hours] 

Instructions : (1)
nlii s?iiq<a sjj.- Pt$unki«fl fern §tim<A '-u
Fillup strictly the details of signs on your answer book.

Name of the Examination :

F. Y. B. C. A. (SEM. 1)
Name of the Subject:

104 : COMPUTER PROGRA. & PROGRA. METHO.

3 7 0 2 ^-Section No. (1,2..... )f.-Subject Code N o.:

(2) All questions are compulsory
(3) Figures to the right indica
(4) Mention your options clear:

[Total M

Seat No .

(?)
(3)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Student’s Signature

Answer in short : (any t̂
(1) What is algorithm 9 

What is variable ?
What is keyword ?
Explain isalnum( ) and isdigit( ).
What is testing ?

infinite loop.
Explain bi'eak and continue statement, 

o create write comment in C ? 
w to write nested condition ? 
at is use of NULL in string ? 

xplain putchar( ) in detail.
2) What is error ?

(13) Explain multidimensional array.

10
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Explain following questions in detail : (any three)
(a) Write a short note on flow chart.
(b) Write a short note on structured programming.
(c) Explain constant in detail.
(d) What is operator ? List all categories of operator in C.

18

(e)

Explain any two from them. 
Explain storage class.

3 Answer the following questions : (any three)
/a) Explain getchar( ), gets( ) and getch( ) function with 

example.
(b) Explain entry control loop in detail.
(c^^JExplain if conditional statement in detail.
(̂d) Explain any five string functions in detail
(e) What is array ? Write a short note on one 

array.

4 Attempt the following questions :
(a) Explain types of error.
(b) Differentiate :

(1) While and do....while
(2) Forward and backward jui^p 
Write a short note on basic structure of C program. 
Explain string array in ’ ”
Explain enum d in detail.

18

-  (c)

(d)

(e)

5 Attempt any
(a) Write 

n odd ni
(b) Write a program to accept a string print them in reverse.
(c) Write an algorithm and draw flowchart to count total 

odd and even element form one dimensional
of size 10.

6

algorithm and draw flowchart to display first 
rs.
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